The Bear Necessities

Grizzly Bear

Background Information
Wyoming is bear country! Our state is home to
both black bears (Ursus americanus) and
grizzly bears (Ursus arctos horribilis). While
these two species usually avoid humans, it is
important to know what to do if you encounter
a bear and how to keep both bears and
humans safe! When identifying bears, it is
important to use more than just color and size,
as both species can have lots of variation.
Black bears can be black, brown, cinnamon,
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blond, blue-gray, and even white in color.
They do not have a prominent shoulder hump,
they have tall, pointed ears, and shorter,
curved claws. Grizzlies, on the other hand,
range in color from light tan to dark brown,
and have a large shoulder hump. Their claws
are 3-4 inches long and are straighter than
those of a black bear. Their faces are more
dish-like and they have short, rounded ears.
Storing food and trash in bear proof
containers is vital for human safety and
keeping bears wild and accustomed to
humans.
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Digital
Resources
Black Bear

WGFD Bear Wise Website
https://wgfd.wyo.gov/bear-wise-wyoming

Wyoming Wildlife Magazine Grizzly Bear Edition
https://www.nxtbook.com/wyominggame/WyomingWildlife/
December2020/

Bear ID Cards
https://wgfd.wyo.gov/WGFD/media/content/Education/Expo_Ho
me/Bear-ID-card.pdf

Black Bear Critter Spotlight
https://wgfd.wyo.gov/Regional-Offices/Green-RiverRegion/Critter-Spotlight/Black-bear

Work in the Wild: Bears at the Landfill Video
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=d9d0K2wvmP8&list=PLJqWFxuSPC1d032BZpDlEQveg
8RlCyMCz&index=34&t=0s
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Scent Containers
Oven Mitts
Bear Canister
Paracord
Small Stuff Sack
Bear Hang Handout
Carabiner
Teacher guide

PLEASE KEEP OR
DISPOSE

Anything broken or damaged
beyond repair

THE NOSE KNOWS
The Bear Necessities

Time :
Summary :

Materials

30 minutes

Students will investigate a

Scent containers

bear’s most important sense - their

Mint (toothpaste)

sense of smell! They will try to identify

Bubblegum (food)

different substances based purely on
smell to help them decide what should
always be put in a bear proof

Deodorant
Fir
Dirt

container when recreating outdoors.

Introduction:
Explore this website to learn the difference between a black bear and
grizzly bear and learn some safety tips:

https://wgfd.wyo.gov/bear-wise-

wyoming.

Humans rely quite heavily on our eyesight (or vision) to experience the world
around us. Bears, on the other hand, prefer to use their noses. That doesn’t
mean that bears can’t see well -- they may see as well as people do -- but
their noses are extremely powerful! Bears are thought to have the best
sense of smell of any animal on earth. Estimates of the range of their sense
of smell vary widely. Conservative estimates bear's sense of smell state that
a bear can smell a food source from over a mile away, while other sources
claim a black bear can smell food from over two miles away. This is up to
2,100 times better than a human’s sense of smell!

Activity:
Place the scent containers in an area of your classroom that is more than 6’
away from other students (or another place where students may take off
their masks). Instruct students to go over to the scent containers one at a
time, and without picking the container up, sniff the container and write
down what they think is in each container. Once everyone has had the
opportunity to make their guesses, have the students share out to the class
what they think was in each container. Then, do a big reveal to share what
was in each container.

Reflection & Wrap Up:

Discuss the following questions:
Which scents were the easiest to smell?
Which scents were the hardest to smell?
If you were a bear, what would you be most attracted to if you were
searching for food?
What does this show us about the reasons it’s important to store highly
scented items (like toothpaste, food, and deodorant) in a bear-safe
container or vehicle when camping instead of your tent?

BREAK INTO A BEAR CAN
The Bear Necessities

Time :
Summary :

20 minutes

Students will get to

experience what it is like to be a
bear trying to break into a bear

Materials
Bear Oven Mitts
Bear Canister and attached
coin (any coin will work)

proof container to emphasize the
importance of such devices for
storing food and trash!

Introduction:
Ask students to share what they know about bears and if they have ever
spent time camping, hunting, or fishing in bear country. What precautions
did they take?

Any time you recreate in bear country, it is important to take many steps to
minimize the chance that you will have a negative encounter with a bear,
and to prevent bears from associating humans with food. One way to do this
is to use bear canisters (also called bear cans) to protect your food and
smelly items in the wilderness. These are often used by backcountry hikers,
hunters, anglers, and anyone enjoying the wilderness for extended periods
of time.

Watch this video demonstrating how new products get tested by actual
bears: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=47Aj_w0wZqw

Activity:
For this activity, students will be trying to break into the bear can while
wearing oven

mitts, to simulate how difficult it is for bears! Invite a student

up to the front of the class to sanitize their hands, and then put on the oven
mitts. Give them 30 seconds to try and break in! Ask about their experience
before going on to the next student until many or all students have had a
turn. Remember to have the students use hand sanitizer before and after
they participate.

Reflection & Wrap Up:
Have students do a think-pair-share on the following questions:
What role do humans play in keeping bears safe?
What is one thing you learned about bears?

PROPER BEAR HANG
The Bear Necessities

Time :
Summary :

Materials
30-45 minutes

Paracord

Students will learn

Bear Hang Handout

how to do a proper bear hang

Small Stuff Sack

and practice this very important
skill on a local tree or
playground.

Carabiner
Not provided:
Student backpack
Small rock to fit into stuff sack

Introduction:
Explore this website to learn the difference between a black bear and
grizzly bear and learn some safety tips:

https://wgfd.wyo.gov/bear-wise-

wyoming

As we learned, bears have a highly evolved sense of smell and are strongly
attracted to human food, toiletries, garbage, livestock feed, and game
meat. When a bear gains access to attractants in a camp, it is likely to
become food-conditioned. Food-conditioned bears are less likely to avoid
humans and can become destructive and even dangerous in their attempts
to obtain human foods. A bear that has received a food reward from a camp
will likely return or stay in the area, and may become a problem for other
people.

Now that you know how well bears can smell, let’s practice hanging a pack
full of food/scented items in case you don’t have a bear-proof container.

Activity:
Head out to the playground or another outdoor space. Have the students
decide how they would set up their “campsite” if they were camping here.
Identify where the tent, cooking area, and food storage/hanging food
cache (hung up in a “tree”- this may be a basketball hoop or other
playground equipment for the demonstration). Refer to the images below to
show the “ideal” safe set up. Keep in mind that your playground or outdoor
space may not fit the ideal safe set up, and this is a great learning
opportunity for the students. Oftentimes when camping, your campsite won’t
present the perfect setup -- use this as an opportunity to talk about how
they can modify their mock camp setup safely. Once students have
identified where they’d have their sleeping area/tent, cooking area/kitchen,
and food storage/ hanging food cache, move forward with demonstrating
how to properly hang up a food cache and letting students take turns
hanging the cache.

Steps to hang up a food cache:
1- Find a “tree” to hang the pack in. Make sure the branch you identify is
sturdy, and that the pack can be at least 12 feet off the ground and 5 feet
from the tree trunk and branch (as shown in image below).
2- Find a rock and put it into the small stuff sack. Then, tie the stuff sack to
one end of the paracord. Make sure this is tied on very securely!
3- Tie the other end of the rope to the carabiner, and clip that to your food
cache (backpack).
4- Have students take turns attempting to toss the stuff sack over the
“branch” of the “tree” that you are hanging your cache in. Make sure that
everyone else is standing out of the way and won’t get accidentally hit by
the rock/stuff sack. When a student successfully gets the rope over the
“branch,” they can pull the pack all the way up and practice tying it off to a
nearby object.

Camping in Bear Country Tips:
Never store food or scented items like toothpaste or deodorant in your tent.
Store all food and garbage and any other odorous items inaccessible to
bears.
If available, store attractants inside a vehicle, hard sided campers, horse
trailers, bear-proof canisters, or bear boxes.
In the backcountry store food and coolers suspended from a tree at least 10’
to 15’ high and 4’ feet away from the tree trunk.

Also, your sleeping area

should be at least 100 yards away from food storage and the
eating/cooking area.
All pet food and livestock she be properly stored.
Keep clothes worn while cooking stored with food and other attractants.
Wipe down the eating and cooking area after each use.
Do not bury garbage; bears will just dig it up.
Dispose of all garbage properly and pack out any remaining garbage.

Reflection & Wrap Up
Discuss the following questions with the students.
1- Was it as easy as you thought to hang a pack?
2- Do you think your cache would be able to be reached by a bear?
3- What would you do differently next time?

Ideal Camp Setup

Bear Hang Diagram

BUILD A BEAR CAN
The Bear Necessities Extension Activity

Students will learn about proper

Begin by watching this video about

bear safety and work to fashion a

how containers are tested to see if

model of a bear-proof container

they are bear proof:

out of objects they have at home!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=47Aj_w0wZqw

Instructions
You will be tasked with creating a model bear proof container! Now, your
container does not actually have to withstand a hungry grizzly bear, but you
do need to be creative and come up with a

model

(smaller, example

version) of a bear proof container.
You may use anything in or around your home - cardboard boxes, duct tape,
sticks, etc! Fill in the attached worksheet with drawings and explanations
for your model.

Some things to keep in mind - It needs to be bear proof, but not human
proof! A box covered in duct tape might deter a bear, but will be really
difficult to get to your own food! Bears have a great sense of smell and are
very smart. What sort of interesting solutions could you create to keep them
away from human food in the wild? As it is a model, it does not need to be
to scale. You can create a smaller or larger version of the actual product
that you dreamed up.

